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Even doctors and the most sophisticated tests can't always find the source of a health issue, but there is one
authority that always knows-your own body. "We intuitively perceive what we need for physical, emotional,
and spiritual healing," teaches Marie Manuchehri. "The biggest challenge for most of us is learning to trust
our inner guidance." With Intuitive Self-Healing, this registered nurse and renowned energy healer provides
accessible instruction for helping you tune into your health at a deeper level. Offering a compendium of
illuminating case studies and practical self-care techniques, Marie invites you to learn more about:

The chakra system-how to access and activate seven energy centers that hold the key to our wholeness and●

intuitive gifts
A chakra-by-chakra examination of specific health and emotional issues, with easy self-assessment quizzes●

Energetic preventative care-detecting and addressing potential health problems before they physically●

manifest
Hands-on tools for accessing intuition, including one-minute exercises to ground and balance your energy-●

anywhere
Your intuitive style-how to discover your unique strengths for reading and working with subtle energy●

Through her popular radio show and workshops, Marie Manuchehri has provided invaluable guidance for
those seeking to take a more active role in their own well-being. "Everyone has the power to create a vital,
fulfilling, and healthy life," teaches Manuchehri-and with Intuitive Self-Healing, she offers key insights for
awakening your own life-changing gifts.
 
 
 
 
Excerpt

Intuitive Healing isn’t new.  It’s been around for centuries, but we have forgotten what it means to listen to
our own body’s messages.  Instead, we have given our healing power away by not paying attention to our
feelings and centered thoughts when we feel ill or are diagnosed with a disease.  Intuition by definition is
about knowing.  Intuitive healing begins with discovering the vital energy within.  There is nothing unusual
about it.  We all possess it.  Each of us is our own best healer.
Coming to know this intelligence within manifests itself in many different ways.  Some people view images
in their mind, hear words, or feel sensations.  Others pick up insights during their daily life which seem to
come from others—from radio, television, or billboard advertisements.  Wherever our insights arise from, we
all possess the aptitude to recognize them and discover what is in our best interest.
 
Even if you have tried many times to perceive your internal messages, but feel that you possess no skill to do
so—trust me you do.  After working with thousands of clients, I’ve learned that everyone has the capacity to
receive, interpret, and successfully use their senses.  You have this ability because we are genuinely
powerful.   You might be unaware of your great fortune, but nevertheless you are powerful.
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From reader reviews:

Sheila Walker:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys this particular aren't like that. This Intuitive Self-Healing: Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the
Body's Energy Centers book is readable by simply you who hate those straight word style. You will find the
facts here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving perhaps decrease the knowledge
that want to deliver to you. The writer of Intuitive Self-Healing: Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the
Body's Energy Centers content conveys prospect easily to understand by many people. The printed and e-
book are not different in the content material but it just different by means of it. So , do you still thinking
Intuitive Self-Healing: Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the Body's Energy Centers is not loveable to
be your top record reading book?

Dan Maes:

This book untitled Intuitive Self-Healing: Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the Body's Energy
Centers to be one of several books this best seller in this year, here is because when you read this publication
you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the book shop or you can
order it by way of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes you quicker to read this
book, because you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason for your
requirements to past this reserve from your list.

Eleanor Sotomayor:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with pals is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try matter that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you already been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Intuitive Self-Healing:
Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the Body's Energy Centers, you may enjoy both. It is great
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh come on its mind
hangout guys. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its called reading friends.

Shirley Drago:

Reading a book to be new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you examine
a book you can get a lots of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your knowledge, due to the fact
book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what kinds of book that you
have read. If you wish to get information about your review, you can read education books, but if you want
to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these us novel, comics, and also soon. The Intuitive Self-Healing:
Achieve Balance and Wellness Through the Body's Energy Centers will give you a new experience in
studying a book.
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